WEB WINAR CLASS 5 :
LIFE CONTRACTS- 7 Important Life Contracts We Come Here With
Before the class
Lets all hold peace in our hearts and also peace to the people and send light n light to
their higher selves.
Exercise:
Bring yr hands like this to yr right side
(pic shows left but do it on yr right)
Imagine light coming into yr right palm
Soft purple light
When u feel the energy in yr hands
Bring both yr hands to the front of yr face
And just blow this energy to any person,
country or situation

So we can hold this light and send it by blowing to President Trump or any other people
involved so that there is harmony, cooperation, love, trust n sincerities in their meetings.
So everyone respects one another as human beings.
Lets all hold light for peace in the Korean Peninsular for the next 21 days.
Anne Choo n Michael Stewart- happy news , they have crossed the Bridge of Swords. It
means they have the completed the Integration of Kundalini. They have completed their
12th layer of integration of the Kundalini. Both of them worked very hard. I was so
happy to witness and be a part of this. Anne has started to download sound codes n
downloading it into people. Such a beautiful part to see- a beautiful opening.
Rae’s promise to all of us that he will support all of us till his last breath till each persons
Ascension.
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Hello, Namaste and a warm welcome to the family of light. Its such a beautiful part for
me to see everybody dedicated to God n to their own Ascension. It’s truly humbling for
me to see. I honor all of u today.
Creators Message
Hello my friends and family , this is the Creator. A beautiful day to begin with.
How can one begin one’s day?
With a deep GRATITUDE!
For whom?
For ONESELF for being alive!
For u are indeed god, goddess.
There is a great awakening in the planet at this time.
Millions of people are asking, looking and searching for answers.
All these are producing beautiful results.
It is helping the planet to move forward.
It’s raising the planetary vibrations and also yr own vibrations.
And we will take it further.
So I Creator thank all of u creators for producing this new consciousness, this new era
on the planet. I am with u every moment.
This is the Creator.
AA Michael’s and Mother Mary’s Message
Hello my family, this is AA Michael with Mother Mary
We wish to talk briefly about the life situations u have set up
This could also be called CONTRACTS or SETUPS
What is the meaning of a setup?.
It means the way u have set up :
• all the players in yr life,
• the circumstances and conditions of yr lives
• to bring u the highest level of learning n awareness
So on the other side, u meet with the higher selves of the people with whom u will
play this role. And there is a contract made but the contract is not in a human sense.
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It’s an understanding that both will facilitate n create the learning for one another
n this is done out of pure love only.So some of you might act as villain or some will
act as loving people but every player you call forth.
So we would like to talk about these setups today.
1. Contract with yr parents
What is the first set up or contract u have made?
It is with yr beloved mother and father.
U had made a contract with them that they would carry u in the womb thru the
insemination of the womb thru the father’s sperm and create u.
Then there is a contract by the mother, that she will support u with love and care and
always be there supporting you. They will give u an
environment which is safe and healthy and provide
material, support and environment for yr growth.This
contract runs for 21 years of the child’s age. This is why in
many cultures when a child reaches this age they are
considered adults and they can move outBut this contract
there are many parameters and attachments to it. But
the basic principle of this contract is till 21.
**But u also have a contract with yr parents- we want u to reflect on it.
Have u fulfilled yr contract with yr mother and father?
They fulfill one of the very important contracts.
They created you. They brought u into the world.
A very important contract.
What about yr contract with them?
This is why it is said, no matter what yr parents
did to u, can u bless them and thank them for
being a carrier of yr life. Not an easy one to do for
many. A contract to be fulfilled by both parties n
must participate in it fully. If yr contract is not
fulfilled it’s called a void contract and u will have to
come back again to fulfill this contract.
**We want you to ponder over this.
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It can bring much healing to their mother or father.
Now there are many sub contracts in this.
Yr contract with yr siblings, yr family, yr lineage.
And what is this contract?
That u will support them.
Have u done it?
Or do u say I hate my brother, my sister, my family.
U know u are born in that family for a reason.
Important thing to remember.
**We want u to reflect on this.
Dear ones, a contract when not fulfilled in this life time is void but u have to come
back again to fulfill this contract. This has many ramifications.
**So make it a point to look into this from today.

2. Contract with yr spouse or life partner
The second contract, an important contract u have with is with yr life partner with whom
u will partner. It need not be a marriage but a life long contract with yr partner
whom u love and care.
Why did u choose this partner out of the millions of
people?
Is it a connection from the past?
Is there a life lesson to be learned and experienced?
**U got to look into that.
When the second contract is naturally finished there will be separation without the
drama. U both have made a contract to fulfill a higher aspect.
**Look into it.
Why this particular partner is in my life in this time period?
What is the contract u have with him or her with u?
Because as u know when u are in a partnership, yr chakras are interlinked. Same
way yr chakras are very much interlinked with yr parents’ chakras.Their influence
exists in u as a part of yr everyday reality even yr partners chakras. So u must
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remember the energy connection you have even if u are broken up. Many years
pass- energy will still remain unless u heal, transform and balance it.
3. Contract as a child
The third contract, u have an important contract as a child.
And what is this contract?
To be the light with all the people who interact with you.
And how do u do it?
Thru yr innocence n childlike qualities.
Most are able to fulfill this part, most but not all.
But out of this, u will select 10 people from yr past thru which u will transfer energy
to them. And these are the people who don’t feel love in their own home.These
could be other children, neighbors’ children, grandchildren or anybody who is part of yr
life. an important contract.
Many a time when u are a small child u transmit energy thru the eyes to the people
who look at u and lock yr eye with them for a
considerable amount of time, maybe 1 to 3
minutes. There is an inter exchange of energy
between u both. Again this is not fully completed in
many people because of the environment or
upbringing. It is told to children not to look at people. It
is also taught to children not to have eye contact or be
friends with anybody.
**So think about in which area u have not fulfilled yr contract?
4. Past life contracts
The fourth important contract is with people whom
u had life with in the past. There could be 3 to 7 or
11 people in yr life whom u will uplift. Maybe they
have difficulties in their lives.
Any kind of difficulties-financial, emotional or
physical. And these people appear in yr lives
maybe as a friend, colleague, office worker,
boyfriend or girlfriend…it could be anybody. U will
not see them as life contracts but someone seeking yr guidance.
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Have u fulfilled this part?
Or have u fulfilled it in a way that is only beneficial to u?
Very, very important work.
Look at all the people in yr life whom u have touched.
U would say “I have helped many.”
Pull back and look atWhy u helped them?
Is it for self gratification?
Or to make u feel better in front of them?
Or a notion that if u do, u will get back something in return?
U must question yr beliefs.
And ask yourself why u do certain things?”
Because these are life contracts, it can change yr life.
Important part to play

5. Self Contract
The next important contract is with the God Force within u.
And what is this contract u have made?
I will honor the divine in me and I will do everything to awaken the divine in me.
This contract usually kicks in between the age of 18 and 31.
But for the new children of the world presently, this contract opens up right away
when they are born.
So between the age of 18 and 31, u slowly, slowly start
asking and looking at the larger reality of life n yr role in
it. U start reading some simpler books on truth. Some of u
will start very early, but many of u will start at this
particular time of life.

Have u fulfilled that contract in yr life so far?
Especially for people after 31, listening now
Have u fulfilled that?
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But this contract has many sub-clauses. Some of the important sub clause are:
• I will find my own truth and divinity within me.
• I will break away from the bondage of honoring another person from another life
time or this life time. Especially people who are in a cult, a religious body or follow
somebody. A very important part.
** U must ask:
• How did my awakening start?
• Who are the ones who played a role in it?
• And most important :
Am I true to my own self following the divine guidance within me?
This is called SELF CONTRACT.
Self first from now onwards.
Important contract to look at.

6. Death contracts
U also have death contracts.
Where u will support and help other people to pass over in harmony and peace.
A particular time period when u will appear in their life to help
them move forward in the next evolution of their lives.
U will simply be at the right place to simply give courage,
confidence and peace energy for the people who are ready to
move on.
Maybe an elderly parent, relative or an elderly person waiting for
yr energy to move forward.

7. Contract with Gaia
The other important life contract is with Gaia for she supports yr life.
U are made with her materials and u are born with her body.
And what is yr contract with her?
Along with yr uplifting u will also uplift her
Are u doing it?
I am sure many are not doing it, some are but not many.
Like the contract u have with yr parents, u have a contract with Gaia
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** We want u to look into it.
Ask in yr meditation- “what’s my contract?”

Other contracts:
elements
U have many contracts, one of it is with the elements and a role to play.
planets
U have contracts with the planets
And these planets play an important part in yr life.
Some of u call it astrological influences.
But its a strong contract that u both have agreed so that u can grow
in this life immensely.
So u must sit down and askWhat is my contract with this particular planet?
At least am I in this contract?
Am I working in this contract?
They are tough task masters.
If u do not follow the contract, they will get angry- not angry but will ask u to come back
as u need to fulfill yr contract.

joy
U have many, many other contracts.
Some of the many sub contracts is called contract of joy.
Are u creating joy or choosing to experience joy?
body
u have a contract with yr body.
What does that mean- contract with the body?
U become aware of yr body.
It’s yr body that gives u the opportunity to experience life, so the body is supporting
u.
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Do u support yr body?
Many of the sickness in the body, is
because u have not fulfilled this part
of the contract with the body.Talk to yr
body right now.
Close ye eyes all of u.
Simply breathe and askWhat is my contract with my body
which I am not aware?
What is the contract with my body?
This is an important one to reflect

supporting energies
Y have a contract with the supporting energies available to u.
U have a contract with these beings
and one is with the DRAGON SPIRITS
They are yr supporting energies for abundance
U have a contract with the dragons for they support humans’
evolution in their spiritual growth.

Each of u are aligned with a certain dragon energy.
**Find out which dragon u have the alignment?
Very important contract to be fulfilled.
What can a dragon offer u?
• They can offer u the pristine energy that existed before life started on the planet.
• they help u open up yr higher chakras
• anchor codes
**Important contract to be looked at.
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Spirit of the moon
U have a contract with the spirit of the moon.
Moon supports the movement of water on earth and again movement of blood
within yr physical body.
Have u had the connection with the moon?
Have u spoken to the moon?
Have u acknowledged the moon or even know there is a moon?
Moon has a very big role in yr life to play.
It is connected to
• yr emotional energy body
• yr digestive energy in the body
• yr dream state
• our aura is influenced by the moon
Holy Spirit
U have energy contract with the holy spirit

But why this one spirit?
For this spirit sees the overall planetary evolution. He has been
overseeing this particular belt of the solar system. And that
being u call is SHIVA. Irrespective of the religion u follow, there
is a contract between u and this holy spirit.
** U have to reflect on it

What is the contract with this particular spirit?
How is it reflected on the earth plane?
- with water and snake
So does this indicate something to u?
Is it a key?
Maybe it’s the key
** look into that?
It is the key to liberation…
But have u fulfilled or fulfilling this part?
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heart
U have a contract with yr heart
Are u fulfilling the contract by keeping it pure and divine?
Whom are u not forgiving?
Whom are u not releasing?
Is yr heart open fully with it’s purity and it’s innocence?
country
Some of u who have moved to other areas or countries n have a contract with that
particular land. U also have contract with the land u are born.
Why were u born in that particular land?
Why did u move to another land?
Is there a contract between u and that land?
Dear ones, there are so many contracts and sub contracts within u.
U have set this up for yrself.
Knowing fully that u will be able to fulfill this with the support of other people in yr life.
catalyst contract
Some of u have many short contracts with other people
Maybe a short marriage- to be able to bring
understanding and growth.
Or the particular person to bring certain outcome and
then they move on.
Some people will come in for a short period of time
then they leave n move on but yr life would
dramatically.
**Look into all these
**U must reflect
**Write down every person in yr life with whom u have a contract.
U can take a pendulum
Ask if u have a contract with this particular person n has it been fulfilled?
U can take the important people in yr life for a start.
Then if the contract is not fulfilled- what can u do?
What action will u take?
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We do not expect that u will be able to fulfill or feel obligated to fulfill all contracts. But
we wish for u to see yourself working towards fulfilling the contracts to the best
of yr ability.
Karmic Council
There is a Karmic Council presided by the Lord of Karma. This Karmic Council looks at
all the contracts of the people n their involvement and part in working these
contracts. They do not judge u but they gently nudge u if u have not fulfilled yr
contract or if u are running away from yr contract.
Each time when we do not learn, the lessons could be a little bit more
challenging. We have noticed one thing- human beings learn faster thru pain
But do we need to have pain to learn the lesson?
Of course not!
But since we have not learnt so when there is pain we become more aware
**So u must ask yourself
What is the contract I have for myself, in this life time?
Each of u will have a different answer.
What is the highest contract I have with my divine soul?
What happens is when u grow spiritually, u will start opening more and more
higher contracts of yr life.
Let me give u a simple example
All of u all have the contract for awakening and many of u are working towards it. But
the awareness u had up to this point, new understanding comes. From awakening u will
go to the next level. And when u attempt and work towards fulfilling it u will open the
new contracts. Foe example from Kundalini we have moved to Maha Kundalini and from
here to Avatar Kundalini n then Maha Avatar Kundalini. So it grows.
**U must also ask in yr meditation:
Are many of my contracts fulfilled or not fulfilled?
If it’s fulfilled -am I still holding on to the fulfilled contracts
or is it time for me to let go of the fulfilled contract?
U will start to see many times we will start to hold on to our
past contracts and because of that we are not able to
open the new contracts. The new contracts , there is always
fear because there is some unknown factor.
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Dear family, yr life is a test designed by yourself for yr own enlightenment.
Everyday yr life is a test of the light within u.
Even with the challenges and difficulties - Will u still be able to hold the light and
have peace in yr life.
Many a time, dear one when the contract is fulfilled, it’s time to let go. But we do
not because there is fear again.
A dead end job, a dead end relationship or a dead end situation be courageous to look
into that.
Many of us, keep on doing things to fill our lives
They believe being busy is very good
It keeps the brain active
**We want u to pull back and look at it- Why do we do it?
Am I fulfilling my contracts with my body, or what is driving me to do this?
**Look into this.
Yr motivation for doing anything.
Whatever u do what is yr motivation?
Make a conscious effort that it is because it’s part of yr life contract that u have set
up for yourself.
Spiritual contract with the guides
Are u fulfilling that contract by connecting with yr guides especially with yr
higher spiritual guides.
**Important thing to ask

Other contracts
Some of u have life contracts to be part of the supporting energy for Earth.
Supporting energy for children who are under privileged children, animal spirits,
trees.
**Are u fulfilling any of this contract?
Some people also have contracts with certain star systems n galaxies to bring
certain understanding from these beings to bring forth light into the planet.
**Are u fulfilling these contracts?
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Why we don’t and need to fulfill the contracts?
**Dear one, what we gave u , u need to reflect
U will say so many things, how will I fulfill all of these?
• It is all combined into everyday life experiences all these contracts.
And u scripted this life.
• U have contract to lift u up and u have contract to lift them up too.
• Many times u are afraid to step into yr contract because u feel its a responsibility
some of u have contracts to become teachers but if I become a teacher I either become
egoistic or lack confidence. So u start giving yourself perceived answers as to why it
should not happen?
Why do u do it?
**U have to look into every aspect.
Exercise 1
For the next 3 months try to look into the contracts as far as u can remember.

Make an excel sheet of:
-all the contracts
-all the place
-how many have u finished?
-how many u are working on?
-and what needs to be done to fulfill the balance of the contracts?
But once u become aware of all the contracts its natural that u will be able to move
into these contracts with much more ease- especially look at the contract that u
have come here, as yr contract to be a gift to the world
Important to look at yr:
• contract with yr immediate family,
• with yr body
• I Am Presence,
• yr guides,
• dragon spirit
**Important contracts to look at.
**We encourage u tome into this area as the next part of yr growth.
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Exercise 2
Now we have forces supporting humanity that have
made a contract with earth. There are many forces
supporting the evolution of the planet. And they have made
a contract with the earth and they have made contracts
with many people on Earth to be their representative
because they cannot do the work themselves. They can
only do it thru human beings born on Earth.This is because we live in the Earth body.
Find out why these contracts are?
We guarantee u that it will open many new realities for u.
U will be amazed.
Collective contracts
Let me ask u something
Do u think u have a contract to play with the people in North Korea?
I would say one of u listening here has the contract to be part of that.
But u may say but I am just this one person n what can I do?
U are part of a collective group which can make a change in that place.
Like u are the 1 instrument in the orchestra that can produce beautiful music.
Look into that. And how u can participate in that.
Can u connect to the light group which is going there.
2 of you sitting here have contract with the great whales.To be a helper to them during
these times.
Let me give u a hint- One of the sisters went to Iceland, just recently she went there. Is
it to connect with the great whales? we certainly believe so.

Some of u have contracts with other animal spirits to support them
Some of u have contracts with the tree spirit to support trees.
Are u fulfilling any of these?
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Dear ones, it is time to seriously look at yr lives.
Look at the grandest of the design that u have created for yrself.
Come back into yr self
U have so much work to do.
Are u doing it?
We will give u a short story given by Master Kryon the magnetic master
There was a man and his name was Jason, a good
man , a spiritual man full of life and vigor. One day the
Angels appeared to him and told Jason that they have
a game for him that day. Jason being a vibrant person
was very excited. He asked “What is the game?” The
game was to pass from one end to the other end. The
game began.
Jason was inside the Cave of Creation, he was fascinated by what he saw in the cave.
He was mesmerized by it. By the stories of what he heard about the cave and the
energy he felt he forgot that he had to go to the other end.
In the same way, u all have so much to do on Earth.
We have come to fulfill all the contracts.
But we get so caught with the drama of life that we forget to walk from one end to the
other not fulfilling what we came to do here.
Look at this story as a starting point of a new discovery of yrself.
Are u ready?
We believe u will move into this new phase from today.
**Look at every moment as if u are fulfilling yr contract with every person, situation,
country.
**Pray everyday u are guided that everyday what u experience is part of yr life contract.
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